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INTRODUCTION 

The Ericksen-Ashby deposit is located on the sharp 
northern ridge iof Mount Ericksen, about 64 kilometres 
east of Juneau, Alaska and 130 kilometres south of Atlin 
in northwestern British Columbia, (Figure 1). It is part of 
a mineralized belt that contains the Tulsequah Chief and 
Big Boll volcanogenic massive solphide deposits within 
12 kilometres along strike to the north, and was 
previously interpreted as this type of deposit (e.g. Payne, 
1979). Originally discovered in 1929, it has received 
sporadic assessment work, including surface and 
underground drilling programs. 

Strata hosting the deposit are different from those at 
both the Tulsequah Chief and Big Boll deposits. 
However, the Ericksen-Ashby deposit has generally been 
thought of as correlative, with stratigraphic differences 
accounted for by rapid facies changes, typical in volcanic 
arc environments. Most of these strata were originally 
considered to be Late Triassic in age (Soother, 1971). 
Late Carboniferous (Moscovian) fossils collected by 
Nelson and Payne (1984) from a structural high in the 
Tulseqoah camp were the firn clear indication that rocks 
at the Tulsequah Chief must be Paleozoic and not 
Triassic. It was not until a decade later that the first 
definitive age of the Tolsequah Chief deposit was 
obtained by U-Pb dating of zircons in the coarse rhyolite 
breccia that is included within the ore&lies (353 +14 -7 
Ma, Sherlock et al., 1994). 

In contnst, there were no age data for hostrocks or 
mineralization at the Ericksen-Ashby deposit prior to this 
sbdy. Some led isotope data are reported for the deposit 
(Godwin et al., 1988), but are interpreted based on a 
Jurassic age for the host strata, and no description of the 
sample site or material analyzed is available. Lead 
isotope data needed to be reevaluated and augmented in 
light of new age constraints. 

ERICKSEN-ASHBY GEOLOGY Figure 1. Location of the Ericksen-Aiihby depwit in 
northwestern British Columbia. 

Payne (1979) produced excellent detailed geology 
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